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DSpace Shuttle turns out to be a "no
go showboat". See page 3.
D President Reagan knows how to handle the bear. See page 7.
DFeatures editor thinks the Jackson's
concert organizers should ''Beat it",
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Gizinski comfirmed following debate
by Adam Latham

Confirmation did not come
easily for Gizinski, an
engineering major who has
The student·senate confirm- been a resident advisor for
ed all nine appointments sixteen months and has servmade by Student Body Presi· ed in both the Fourteenth.and
dent John Sowinski in the Fifteenth Student Senates.
last two senate meetings, five During t}:ie June 26 session,
confirmations coming in the the senate agreed to· tern·
June 26 session and four more porarily .postpone the confir·
in thi.s week's session on July mation process after Sen. Rqb
3. ·
Rotter alluded to a rumor
Stephen J. Gizinski was. which · clouded Gizinki'~
finally confirmed as a member reputation.
of Sowinski's cabinet this
In the last meeting, Presi·week. In May, Gizinski was dent Sowinski restated his
rejected by . the senate as confidence in Gizinski during
Sowinski's choice for the posi- his message to the senate. He
tion of attorney general. said that the position is a
Sowinski created a new non· necessary one and that Gizin·
paid position for Gizinski to ski would -be an "excellent
act as a liaison between the · choice" for the job. However,
Interhall Council and dorm Sen. Rotter again rose in opstudents, and Student ·position and attempted to
"Government.
block the confirmation.
Future news

He told the senators that he
had had dinner with Tom
Channels, who relayed an incriminating story about
Gizinski. The story dealt with
an in-dorm election that
Gizinski was responsible for
organizing as resident ad·
. visor. Ac.cording to Sen. Rotter,.Giz{nski only had ballots
delivered to the rooms of
residents that he thought
would be favorable· to the candidate he was supporting and
that. lie knowingly allowed
some residen~s to vote more
· than once.
Rotter went on to allege
that Gizinski at one pofot
stopped the vote tallying process when his candidate_·ap·
peared to _ be losing, and
solicited votes froin non-dorm
residents who were passing
by outside.

John Sowinski
Rotter had no documentation or evidence to back up his
accusations, and Channels,
who first contacted Rotter
after the fall election in hopes
of winning an appeal, was not
present at the meeting.

''Such action reveals a lack
of ethics'', Rotter said at the
meeting. "I would not put my
name beside anything approv·
ing of this man." He asked his
colleagues to ·abstain on the
upcoming vote and asked for
a secret ballot.
Sen. Dennis Lasley,
representing the College of
Business, defended Gizinski
in the debate and questioned
the credibility of the allegatio~s made by Channels and
Rotter, saying that "his
(Chari.nel's) character is cer·
tainly questionable." · "Even
if the story is true," Sen.
Lasley said, "it has no
relevance to Gizinski's ability
to fulfill the responsibilities of
this position." .
The debate was similar to
Appointments, page 6

Senate cimends ASF bUdget
by Jayne Day
Future news

·A soggy fourth ...
The rain forced students to huddle under Jllllbrellas but it
did not dampen their spirit at the Interhall Council 4th of
July festivities.
I

Sowi n s ~i

The Activities and Service
Fee B~dget, recently approv·
ed by the student senate, was
amended during the June 26
senate session because the
original figures pertaining to
the allocations to area cam.:
puses were too. low according
to state regulations.
Student Body President
John Sowinski informed the
senate of t he problems with
the budget, which provides
monies to various selected
groups on campus, and an·
nounced t hat he had ascertained niore accurate
assessments prepared by Jim
Sinith and Dr. Ken Lawson of
Student Affairs.
The original allocations to.
the area campuses to the Stu-·
dent Government operations
and utilities had to be altered
to ·coincide with. state
statutes.
The senate increased the
allotments
previously
established by as much as
$7,000, as in the case of the

South Orlando Campus, and
i:educed Student Govern·
ment 's operations by $8,500.
. The Brevard Campus will
receive a $1,244 increase to
$29,549, the Daytona Cam·
pus a $2,304 increase to
$11,459, and the South Orlando Campus will receive
$20,459, which is a $6,582 in·
crease. The allotment for Stu·
dent Government utilities
was reduced by $2,6q0 t o
$73,370.
The changes t o the $1

million budget wili not. affect
. ·the amount students pay into
'the .fund. Students will con·
tinue to pay the $2. 73 for each
credit hour, which is one of
the lower rates in the state.
The newly amended budget
has been signed by Sowinski
~and Dr. LeVester Tubbs, Vice
President in Charge of Student Affairs. Final approval
of the budget is up to President Trevor Colbourn. Sowin·
ski and Colbourn met yester·
day t o discuss t he budget.

Area campus budget increases
$7,000
$6,000
$5,000
$4,000
$3,000-

$2,000
$1,000

Brevard

Daytona

soc

·du mps Kiosk improvement plans, opts .to rebuild

by James Searls
Future news

The planned r~building of
the Student Government
Kiosk Center has been scrapped, according to Student
Body President John Sowinski. The project, originally
scheduled for completion last
spring, will have to wait until
next spring Sowinski said. He
plans to have t he old plywood
and two-by-four structure
replaced by a similar building

made of brick, to be built on
the same spot as the original.
Kiosk is a Turkish word
meaning an open stand or
booth where information is
provided. The three-sided
facility, located just east of
the Administration Building,
has been home to on campus
disc-jockeys, an information
c~nter for Student Government and a ge~eral student
bulletin board.
''The structure is a poor
reflection of what is going on

here and I would like to see it
torn down before the fall term
starts," Sowinski said. He
also said that Dr. LeVester
Tubbs, vice-president for student affairs, has approved his
plans. However, due to a
backlog of construction projects, Facilities Planning cannot consider rebuilding it for
at least three months.
The materials originally
·purchased to revitalize the
structure, as called for in a
senate bill spo~sored by

Stuart James and passed during the Sixt'e enth Student
Senate, were judged by
Sowinski
to
be
"substandard." He said that
they were for indoor construction and were not weather·
proof. He went on to say that
Student Government never
intended to rebuild the structure; they only planned a
paint job and minor repairs.
"That job . called for heavy
construction and repair
work."

Another snag was hit when
James, in charge of the
renovation project, had difficulties in getting help from
fraternities which had
volunteered to help do the
work. At various times Tau
Kappa · Epsilon, Phi Delta
Kappa, Lambda Chi Alpha
and Alpha Chi Omega fraternities ·were assocoiated with
the ill-fated plan.
Sowinski said that the
Kiosk, page 6
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Friday's ·briefing
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News.beat
~nglish

Dept. _holds proficiency test

The English Department has scheduled the next Proficiency
Exam for Wednesday, July 11. Students can sign up in room
126 in the Humanities and Fine Arts building. All communication majors must pass the exan;i,' which will be administered
from 7 to 9 p.m., before they can take upper division classes.

Knights season opener moved up
The University of Central Florida football team will open its
1984 season a day earlier than the originally scheduled
September 1 starting date. The 7:30 p.m. game .between
Bethune-Cookman College and UCF has . been moved to Friday, August 31, announced UCF athletic director Bill Peter. son. The reason for the move from Saturday to Friday was to
avoid a conflict with the University of Florida-University of
Miami game in Tampa on Saturday.

Dinner benefits transplant program

"""

Movi~g

right along ...

Tim Barto/Future

Cranes loom high above this dreary structure that is to be a 120,000-square-foot hi-tech
classroom. This building is just Phase I of the center for Engineering and Business AdThe Florida Hospital Foundation has announced that funds
from their 1984 benefit dinner, Golden Gala IV, will go to pro- ministration. Ground was broken in February of this year and the project is slated to be
vide an organ transplant education program for residents i:a completed by June of next year.
the nine counties served by the hospital's transplant center,
the East Central Florida Transplant Program. The ECFTP
serves Orange, Osceola, Seminole, Volusia, Brevard, Indian
River, Okechobee, Lake and· St. Lucie counties. According to
Joanne Van Looven, ECFTP Manager, this type of education
pr.ogram is needed to offset the current deficit between the
amount of kidneys available and the· amount needed. ''The best
Jerry Gardner, an associate beams in an atmospheric comIt was announced during
solution to the problem is to provide families with information the June 26 student senate music professor, and Mary munications channel. Phillips
about org~n transplant, so they can decide long before a tragic meeting that Se~. Jackie Palmer, an associate pro- also received another $350
-event if they wish to donate their organs,'' Looven said. The Goigel was named senator of fessor in Instructional Pro- from UCF/EIES for developbenefit dinner will be held November 15, at the Walt Disney the month for May and that grams, presented a workshop ment of funding sources for
Village Hilton.
for Orange County secondary laser beam research.
Sen. Ira Smith for June.
school music teachers and adLt. Tommie Nelson, assis- .ministrators. With the proJames Taylor, associate
tant director of the campus bability of the seven period professor in Civil EngineerThe Small Business Development Center at the University police department, made a day and added electives in the ing, got a second year grant of
of Central Florida will conduct free counseling sessions at the guest appearance on the April arts, the workshop dealt with $17.0,000 from the EnGreater Orlando Chamber of Commerce from 2 to 5 p.m., Mon- 10 showing of the "Police activities for a senior high vironmental Protection Addays and Wednesdays throughout the summer. The individual Beat'' for Orange-Seminole school general music class.
ministration for the study of
counseling sessions are for those interested in opening a small Cable Vision. The program's
trihalomethane control at business in Central Florida or to local business people who focus was on minority police
Ron Phillips,. an electrical drinking water treatment
may need special assistance. These one-hour sessions are by executives who have attained engineering professor, was plants. Trihalomethanes are
appointment only and may be ~cheduled through the high ranks within their awarded a $212,800 grant to carcinogens left in water after
Economic Research office at the Chamber. They may also be departments.
identify parameters and chlorine tr~atment to kill
made through the Small Business Development Center at UCF
equipment for control of laser bacteria.
by contacting Irene Butler at 27 5-2796.

People in the news

Small business seminars scheduled

•••

•••

•••

•••
Campus close-up

Gospel singers perform to~orrow
The week-long fourth annual Royal School of Church Music
course for girls will culminate in a festival performance at 4
p.m. on July 8 in the Knowles Chapel at Rollins College.. The
sixty singers, led by Choir Master Jean Bartholomew, will perform music by Vaughan Williams, Telemann, Hovhannes and
Sumsion. The service is open to the public. Anyone seeking
more information about the Royal School of Church Music is
invited to attend an open house today at Knowles Chapel.

Head Start accepting applications
Applications for Head Start, a Child Development Program
·for three and four year old children, and for Home Base Head
Start for three year old children in the home, are being accepted at all Community Service Centers of the Orange County
Department of Community Affairs through July 20. The head
start program offeFs a comprehensive pre-school education.
The program also serves handicapped children and includes
medical, dental and nutritional services during the nine month
school term. Parents should call the center closest to the home
between the hours of 10 a.m. and 7 p.m. for an appointment.

Summer grad ceremonies planned
Summer graduation ceremonies will be held in the gymnasium on July 27. Starting at 8 a.m., students graduating
from the Business Administration, Engineering and Health
colleges will receive their diplomas. The second ceremony, for
graduates of the college of Arts and Sciences, Education and
Liberal Studies, will begin at ·11 a.m.

ministration was not awarding enough of its contracts
to blind vendors.

•••
Maybe the last dance-An
artistic protest drew · about
40 University of Minnesota
dance students to le.ap,
pirouette and kiek in defense
of their program, soon to be
a budget-cutting victim.
Besides dancing and carrying signs such as "Put
yourself in our shoes'' and
"Give dance a chance," the
students also . argued that
eliminating · dance classes
limited all students, not just
dance majors.

•••
Protester asks administration to open eyes-A blind
man who staged a sit-in to
protest the University of
Alabama's vendor policy
was physically removed
from a campus building by
university police. The man
said the college's ad-

False arrest burns
student-The University of
Massachusetts dormitory
arson of last fall produced a
one-year probation for a
former janitor and a new
suit for the university. The
janitor was charged with
writing graffiti on the walls
during the series of small arson fires. Before they were
traced to the janitor, the
·notes helped create a crisis
atmosphere in the residence
hall and were used to assemble a psychological profile of
the arsonist. That profile
was used in charging a
University
of
Massachusetts student with
some of the arson fires. The
student was ultimately
cleared, and has since filed
suit against the university,
the Federal Bureau of Investigation, the campus
police and state police. She
seeks $13 million in
damages, saying the false

arrest impeded her graduation in May, and cost her her
dorm room and her job as a
resident advisor.

Graham underpaid?Florida' s
university
presidents may draw lower
salaries than their counterparts in other states, but
they still make JllOre money
than Gov. Bob Graham, according to the University of
South Florida Oracle.
Graham gets the use of a
mansion, his meals, a
chauffeur-driven limousine
and $71,435 a year. Barbara
Newel, chancellor of the
state university system
earns $21,698 more than
that a year, or $93,133. Even
the two lowest paid of the
nine · university presidents
have the governor beat by
several thousand dollars
with yearly salaries of
$79,184.

I
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AUTO INSURANCE

Shuttle mission falters fOr first time
Shuttle's main engines.
and replaced with a new one
The attempt was the first later that evening.
abort in the Shuttle
While troubleshooting for
The anticipation of the program's 12-mission histery, other problems aboard the orastronauts and of the millions and the first time in 18 years biter, technicians detected a
of Americans watching the that a manned spacecraft's leak in a fitting to one of the
June 26 launch attempt of engines have been shut down hydraulic. pumps -of the auxNASA'S newest spacec~aft, seconds before liftoff. The iliary power units. The fitting
Discovery, turned into feel- other occlirrance was during · was replaced in. conjunction
the Gemini VI mission on with other work at the pad
ings of despair.
and. will not affect the
The second try in two days December 12, 1965.
Post-firing examinations of scheduling of a new launch
to begin Discovery's maiden
voyage ended just four Discovery's eniines revealed date.
seconds before lift-off when no significant problems and,
Once electrical connections
an on-board computer mission managers, unable to
detected a problem in one of come up with any other viable · have been completed and
the craft's three main engines solution, decided to replace Shuttle officials are content
and terminated the launch se- the suspected engine. The · with the vehicle, a new launch
quence. This attempt came engine was removed July 2 date will be set.
the day after the failure of a
backup on-board computer
forced mission managers to
scrub the original launch,
with just nine minutes left on
the clock. The computer was
replaced the same day with
nne from sister ship
Challenger and mounted
aboard Discovery for use during t4._e 41-D mission.
The problem in the second
launch attempt came after
tw~ of Discovery's mainengines had been ignited. A
failure of the main fuel valve'
in the ship~s number 3 engine
'w as detected, and the launch
attempt aborted. A potentially dangerous hydi-ogen · fire
was spotted, and shuttle of<
~
ficials were forced to utilize,
z
for the first time, a device
When the smoke cleared, the Shuttle was still stuck on the
that shoots- water up into the pad due to an engine malfunction.
by Mitch Varnes

Future news

. LOW·LOW DOWN

PAYMEN~S

_

* EASY MONTHLY PAYMENTS * ANY DRIVER
• PIP
* ANY VEHICLES
• LIABILITY
* MOTORCYCLES
* SR-22 (Immediate Filings) * VANS/PICKUPS·
* SUSPENDED LICENSE
* DWI
*. SPECIAL RATES .FOR SUSPENDED DRIVERS

273·2222

X

Family Insuranee Corp.
9709 E. Colonial Dr.

o an

0

:2

Alafaya

New Duplex VIiias
• 2 & 3 bedroom plans from 549,900
• Payment from 5450 per month
• Leasing and sales office open daily
• · in the city of Oviedo-5 miles to .UCF

i"

Phone: (305) 365-4927

SUN 'STATE FORD
"$400.00 PURCHASE ALLOWANCE TO ALL GRADUATING

STUDENTS"

TOP DOLLAR ON ALL TRADE·INS
• ·P urchase·Allowance may be applied toward down
payment of any eligible vehicle.
• Vehicles included are the 1984 Thunderbird; Mustang,
Tempo, EXP, Escort, Bronco II and Ranger.
'
• To qualify you must show proof of graduation or
intent to graduate within 120 days.
• To take c;advantage of this offer, you must purchase
an eligible vehicle between May 1 and July 31, 1984
or place an order before June 1, 1984. One vehicle
per customer.
• Equal and ascending monthly payment plans available.

MON.·FRI. 8:30am-9:00pm, SAT.9:ooam-8:00pm, SUNDAY 12:00·5:00pm

e

z

~

SUN STATE
FORD

GD)

l

3535 WEST
COLONIAL DR.
ORLANDO,. FLORIDA 299-5900

*

o.

>

z

:z:

S?

.
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Goodman
Payton
Associates
Inc.

Fox Hunt Lanes
A Townhome Community

YO'UR ''Home Away Froin Home"

Investment
.

.

Opportunity

./

....

~ . ,

STOP PAYING RENT FOR JOHNNY
Let Johnny help BUY a Townhome.
Invest $500.00 to reserve your Townhome Now!

FROM $52,900
r-1
I I

I

i

Owner/Occupant financing from 5 3
Investor financing from 10 3 available

IU-4

l__J ~KYL T.

I

I

1·

,
c:::i
_,

SALES OFFICE
OPEN

i
I

Let Liz or Debbie show
you our neat flo~r pl~n

I

I

6 l {
I

l'l

I

I

l 1 I M

'1 £ l

I

~-J

'<:)

it-

I

LDF1
I 'l '· 7"i ii'- O"

j
I

'MA S T £ J.
bf D11.0 D ri

HDllUM •!

~~- --1111:·.=4·=:.

1?'-4"1 10'·+'

:111·._o·. . . .

First Floor

Call (305) 282·4393
or 422~1111 after hours.

Rental Information Available
Jog or ride your bike to schoolwe're only 1.2 miles from the UCF entrance!
506 E. Colonial Dr.
Orlando, FL. 32803
Post Office Box 4787
Winter.Park, FL 32793
(305) 422-1111

Second Floor

a 'tJ
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SG looking to change ·council
by Adam Latham
and Jam es Searls

branch of Student Government."
With the .student body
president voicing opposition,
the senate wanted some time
to rethink their position on
the upcoming legislation.
Sen. Cindy Spraker is planning to propose an amendment to Amendment 16-13 to
add Sowinski's idea that the
. outgoiµg student body president should appoint the
justices.
Before that amendment
could be proposed in the last
meeting, Sen. Mary MacArthur argued for suspension of
debate. ''There ·is ·too much
we don't ·kn'O-w';. •:> she said~·
"Should we have only
paralegal or pre-law majors.
involved? Should we set ·up
training periods for students
appointed to these posts? I
just don't t}1.ink that the
length of time in office has
anything to do with this. I
think. we need to study this
issue more thoroughly before
voting on it."

Future news

We Do More
Than Keep The Books
AT YOUR LIBRARY

It is still not known exactly
how or when, but some
~ changes may be made in the
way the Judicial Council is
appointed during the next ·
school year that could
FIND OUT WHY
theoretically alter the balance
of power in Student Government.
The Judicial Council is a
body comprised of seven
students set up to protect student rights and hear cases inStuart James
IS AMERICA'S LARGEST l 00% LIVE INSTRUCTION '
volving student disputes,
CPA REVIEW
violations of university dent Body Presidents and
CLASSES START SEPTEMBER 4, 1984
l!~guJations and the Student pass legislation giving the
AT GOSS MEMORIAL METHODIST CHURCH.
Government Constitution. ·
outgoing president the power
. In the past, the impartiality to ftppoint next year's
211.3. EAST SOH:lH.11 ~T~~~l·"~RLANDO
TUESDAY, TH0Rsf>;cxy EV£N1N~l AND
of the board has been ques- justices. .
,
SATURDAY CLASSES.
tioned since the incoming stuIn a statement of position
FOR FREE SAMPLE CHAPTER AND COURSE INFORMATION
dent body president appoints sent to all senators, Sowinski
CALL: 305-365-8668 OR 800-343-8414
the members. That problem outlined his disagreement
FREE REPEAT PLAN
. was brought out last year with Constitutional Amendduring the impeachment pro- ment 16-13, by saying "it
ceedings of Former Student cuts in half the numper of
Body President Mark Geary. students who will be able to
Stuart James, then a participate in the judicial
senator, proposed a constitu- .------------~-------------~--------------------
tional amendment intended to
depoliticize the board. The
bill, Constitutional Amendment 16-13, calls for
two
year term of office as opposed
to the one year justices now,
serve.
James, in a plea befor~ the
Student Senate, argued that,
''We need more stabllity in
student government and a
clear separation between the
legislative, judicial and executive branches of government on campus.''
He also emphasized the importance of the board by saying that the j ustfoes "can, in
instances
of
serious
disciplinary problems, decide
the future of students on this
and any state university campus."
James went on to say that
other universities take the
Judicial Council much more
seriously than UCF. "Florida
State makes each justice go
through a two month training
course,'' he said.
"One year does not give
.
.
.
students enough time to
become educated in the intricacies of this job.''
Student Body President
John Sowinski agreed with
James that the board is too
political, but he did not agree
with James' remedy. Sowinski is proposing that the
senators take the advice of
the Committee of Past Stu-

a

CPA CANDIDATES

LAMBERS CPA REVIEW

we-Know HoW To Take Care

of the Student Body.

e WITH CERTIFIED· FURNITURE.
RENT~_L, · YOµ

GET QUALITY
FURNITURE WITH MAXIMUM
CONVENIENCE
e THREE ROOMS ONLY $3·9 .95/MO.
e -SPRING SPECIAL:· RESERVE NOW FOR
THE FALL-GET FREE DELIVERY
e FURNISH YOUR LIFE IN STYLE!
~

-------CERTIFIED----FURNITURE RENTAL
998 North Semoran Blvd.
273-4140
STUDENT FURNITURE SPECIALISTS FOR NEARLY 20 YEARS.
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James Clancy D.D.S., M.S.

1894-85 University of Central Florida Men's Basketball Schedule

"is pleased to announce the
opening of his practice at

430 N. Mjlls Ave
(across from the YMCA)
• General Dentistry with an emphasis
on prosthetics ( crown & bridge )
and cosmetic dentistry. ( Bonding )
• Evening's and Friday's available by
appointment.
,
• Accepting insurance Visa-Mastercard
Payment plans ar~anged

843-2112
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Artis~.

Photographer,

r;>raftsma.n, Architect, Engineer, Calligrapher, and Sign Painter
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STUDENT DISCQUNTJ
§
-.
~ 731 ORIENTA PLAZA
331 • 555l.
~ ~LTA.MONTE SPRINGS . .

I

·

I
I~

Nov. 24
Nov. 27
Nov. 30
Dec. 5
Dec. 7
Dec.15
Dec. 17
Dec. 19
Dec. 29
Dec. 31
Jan.2
Jan.5
Jan. 7
Jan.9
Jan. 14
Jan. 17
Jan.21
Jan.26
Jan.30
Jan.31
Feb.6
Feb.9
Feb.11
. Feb. 16
Feb. 19
. Feb. 23

University of Florida
U Diversity of Arkansas
Florida Southern
Florida A & M University
U Diversity of South Alabama
U Diversity of South Carolina
University of Dayton
Ohio State University
· U Diversity of Southwest Louisiana
Southern Illinois U Diversity
Eastern Illinois University
Western Illinois U Diversity
Brown University
University of Maryland•Eastern Shore
Jacksonville University
Florida A'& M University
Baptist College
Nicholls State University
Tennessee Tech U Diversity
Akron University
Bethune Cookman College
Campbell College
Baptist College
Stetson UD.iversity
Rollins College
Stetson Uni~ersity

A p p o i n t m e n t s - - - - - - ' - - - - - - - - - f r o m page 1 .
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that which transpired when
Gizinski was denied confirmation as attorney general. Dur~ ing that debate, it was Rotter
R who said that Gizinki's past
~ record showed that he lacked
~ the responsibility to serve as
~ attorney general, citing Gizin-

proceedings this time around
was that Gizinsfi, by a vote
of eleven for three against
and two ab~taintions, was
confirmed.
Andrea Darner was confirmed as Sowinski's choice
for special projects coor-

R ski's disqualification from ~he dinator. The senate also apti last Student Government proved Geralyn Clair as chief

§
~
~

8
One
block
South
of
436
on
Maitland
Ave.
8
~..r..r.r.r..rJO"""..r.r..r..r.r..r..r..r..r..r..r..r..r..r..r..r_,..,....r..r..rJ.:rJ'"..r..r..r..r..r...r~.r..r..r..r...,Q

Away
Away
Home
Away
Away
Away
Away
Home
Home
Home
Home
Home
Home
Away
Home
Home
Home
Away
Away
Home
Away
Away
Home
Home
Away
Away

elections due to a late filing of
expense statements, as
evidence of his irresponsibility.
The big difference i'n the

_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ i _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _~

The ship has docked
and now the deck
at Louis Motorcars
is loaded with subarus.
Buy yours now before
the se.l ec·ti on
is Pirate d away.

~;;=i~,r-:;.;::=::~

elections ·officer and Deano
Espositaasasenatoratlarge
during the last senate session.
Darner, who had been a
senat or represent'mg the col lege of Arts and Sciences, has
served .Rs chairman of the
Syllabus Committee and vice
chairman of the Legislative
and Judicial Rules Committee.
Clair. is a member of the
Alpha Chi Omega Sorority
and has chaired . that
sorority's social committee
and the 1983 Homecoming
Committee. She was an elections commissioner during
the spring el~ctions.
Esposita is a sophomore in
the college of Business and
has served in high school student governments.

During the June 26 senate
session, Bob Addonizio was
confirmed as a judicial Council member, Tom Thompson,
Dawn Molinell and Jeffrey .
Frederick as elections commisioners and Monte Rodriguez
as senator to fill vacant
Engineering seat number
three.
Addonizio is a Management
maf or in the college of
Business and has served on Pi
Kappa Alpha's Judicial
Board for three years. ·
Thompson is a senior in the
college of Liberal Studies and
is a member of the Preprofes·
sional Medical Society and
the 1984-'85 Academic Peer
Advisement Team.
Molinell is an Acco~ting
major in the College of
Business Administration. She
is a member of the Zeta Tau
Alpha sorority and has served
as their Treasurer and is a
member of their Judicial
Council.
Fredeiick is a Marketing
major iµ. the College of
Business.

Kiosk - - - - - - - - - - - from page 1

Nice Selection
~ of Colors
·..

SUBARU

materials were returned in
their original condition, and
no service fee was charged for
the three months they were
held by Studen~ Government.
James Clark, in charge of
Alterations
and
Improvements for the Physical
Plant, said that- the original

purchase price of $900 was
refunded and that he had no
knowledge of any problems
with the materials. "All I
know is that they (Student
Government) couldn't agree
as to what should be done
with it, " Clark said.

Louis Motorcars
continues with
its tradition
of competitive.
.
prices.

LOUIS
MOTORCARS

6363 E. COLONIAL DR.

PH. 277·7220
Kiosk will get new look. ..someday.
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Opinion

Reagan sends messages t9 "bear" ·
Age does not make for
responsible drinking
A.s I sat up watching the late news one evening, I was
somewhat disappointed to learn that Congress had passed a bill which effectively mandated a nationwide 21-year- ·
old drinking age.
Since I am under the legal age, I was looking forward to
being able to attend all the nightspots and legally enjoying an alcoholic beverage.
Lately I have heard that people my age are unable to
"handle the responsibility" of drinking. It seems that
folks are afraid that people my age are drinking and driving and as a result are being injured and killed in
automobile accidents.
The news announcer explained these and other reasons
behind the legislation and went on to explain its many
benefits.
Later in the same broadcast, the newscaster reported
the conviction of a 59-year-old woman who ran over and
killed two children one evening in her car. This 59-yearold woman is, by virtue of her age, deemed responsible
enough to drink. This ''responsible'' adult was legally intoxicat~d and driving under the influence of alcohol when
she hit and killed those two children.
Is this the act of a responsible person? If it is not, then
the law should be changed so this never happens again. If
it is, then we have a problem, and I have a poor role
model. In either case, Congress' actions have in no way
stoppe.d another 59-year-old drunk woman from running
into me, and I'm mad.
The news announcer never said anything about that.

Mike Rhodes
Editor in Chief

Thou wilt fall backward when th9u comest to age.

In refusing to participate in was the deployment of the
the 1984 Summer Olympic Pershing II and Cruise
Games, the Soviets have Missiles on European soil.
shown their desperation in This brave act has delayed
dealing with President the Soviet plan of "FinlanRonald Reagan. In his short dization" for Europe at least
four year reign, Reagan has 100 years. I wonder how the
sent the Soviet Bear reeling. Kremlin can intimidate a
First, the .liberation of country which could blow
Grenada exposed the com- Moscow to hell in under six
munists and their plans for minutes?
our hemisphere. Found in the
The third Reagan assault is
Russian, Libyan, North in the area of domestic
Korean and Bulgarian em- .· politics. Ile has risen above
bassies were various plans of the normal status of a politisubversion and totalitarian cian, he has become a leader,
blueprints for the tiny nation much to the dismay of
of Grenada. These are solid liberals, he has transcended
proof of the Soviet penchant the toil associated With the
for meddling in American · political game. Not since
regions. The plans found also John F. Kennedy has an
make it very clear, Ivan is American President garnered
playing for keeps.
such devotion. Some call it his
The second Reagan victory "teflonicity." I call it guts.

So, the bear is staying home
this summer. If the Soviets
had not boycotted, they
. should . have been barred
anyway. Why, one might.ask?
Because not since Hitler's
Panzers stormed through
Europe has the world seen
such an assault which the
Kremlin is conducting.
Liberals extend detente to the
bear as if it were a barbeque
potato chip.
Ronald Reagan has posted
a sign for our times-DO
NOT FEED THE BEARS.
Nevertheless, dreamy-eyed
citizens of the world do not
heed Reagan's words. They
should not be surprised whe~
the bear tires of junk food and
pounces, tearing them apart,
despite their empathy for the
bear's paranoia.

Aid measure killed for no good reason
Editor:
Public transportation in Florida took a step
backwards in the final days of the Florida
legislature. The Florida House of Representatives summarily rejected an amendment
which would have provided state operating
assistance on a matching basis to OSOTA
and the other transit systems.
This funding formula was a variant of what
we had been pushing all session long and
.which supposedly had the support of most of
our House members. No attempt was made to
amend the formula and all of our House
members voted to kill the measure. No
legislators to date have offered an explana·
tion for their actions and there may be none
except the obvious conclusion.
We strongly urge you during this election
year to let your legislators and the other candidates kn.ow how important this matter is to
you. When so many other states provide
operating assistance to their transit sys~ems,
it is a real crime that ~lorida does not. With

your help in the next legislative session, we
will have a more favorable outcome-this
time with both a funding formula and actual
dollars.
On a more positive note, a study group is
being formed within the legislature to look into a statewide system of rail routes, this as
part of the results of trying to obtain AMTRAK service from Mobile to Jacksonville.
This is also not to be confused with the
recently formed Bullet Train Commission.
We feel an in-state system of AMTRAK
routes is an essential intermediate step before
we embark on a Bullet train techonology that
in all likelihood will require public funding at
some stage of the process. Let your candidates and your congi:essmen also know that
you support the funding of an in-state system
of AMTRAK routes using the existing rail
·lines.
John Hedrick
People's Transit Organization

guest commentary___-,_._r1_c_h_a_r_d_t_r_
·
u_et_t
Contests constitute prostitution

-William Shakespeare
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Founded by the students of the

I -have always 'suspected
that beneath all the pomp and
grandeur of false smiles and
ruffled evening gowns, beauty pageants were nothing
more than glorified human
cattle shows. That is, . I
always thought that beauty
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pageants dehumanized the ed and paraded around the
C<?ntestants. My suspicions, I stage in bat_hing suits while a
am sorry to say, were con- r,ow of "judges" took
firmed recently· when I meticulous notes. The first
witnessed the Miss Florida thought that entered my
inind was what credentials
Contest.
.
The contestants, 51 from all
areas of the state, sang, dancPageant, page 10
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SOC IS CLOSER THAN YOU THINKI
Time w.i$e : SOC is closer

stuoents

·to in .· yeHow
·area than the . main
campus is! ·Consider traffic, -1-4, E/W Expressway,
distance ...
e.g. save 10 minutes from
Altamonte Springs
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CHOOSE LOWER DIVISION OR UPPER DIVISION GENERAL EDUCATION
COURSES BASED UPON YOUR CATALOG AND WITH YOUR ADVISOR'S HELP
REQUIRED FOR BUSINESS .MA.JORS

ACG
.BUL
CAP
ECO
MAC
MAN
MAN
MAR
STA

2001
3111
3001
2031
3233
3025
3504
3023
3023 ·

BASIC COURSES FOR EVERYONE ·

AMH
ECO
ENC
GEO
HUM
MAC
MUL
POS
SPC

2010
2031
1101
1200
2211
11042011
2041
1014

UPPER DIVISION COURSES

ANT
BUL
CAP
EGN
ENC
HSC
HUN
MAC

3000
MAC
3111
MAN
3001
MAN
4818
MAR
3210
MMC
3081
PET
3011
PSB
3233
SPC
STA 3023

sac

3311
3025
3504
3023
4200
3210
3442
4330

•ro ensure your place In these courses, REGISTER for them NOW by PHONE to
(855-0881) 410-5 Cif'ty day. You then register for Main Campus courses at your scheduled appointment
time by going to-the Problem .Table.

University of Central Florida's

SOUTH ORLANDO CAMPUS (SOC)
offers ·

-

CLASSES·for FRESHMAN thru GRADUATE students
.

.

To ·ensure your pl.a ce in these courses, REGISTER for them ~OW by PHONE at SOC (855-0881) - 1(}.
5 any day. You then register for Main campus course$ at your sche~uled appointment time by
·
going to the Problem Table.

'FALL. 19M--..-----REG
·. KEV :·· PFX . NO

SEM
SEC

COURSE TULE

HRS.

DAV

tlME

0\i.

3112 · ACG
1654 AMR
2007 ANT
3308 BUL
1234 CAP
· 3211 ECO
5202 EGN
1584 ENC
.. 1609 ENC
5209 GEO
6215 . RSC
1690 HUM
6117 HUN
1727 MAC
1741 MAC
1757 . MAC
3256 MAN
3273 MAN
3177 MAR
1175 MMC
1354 MUL
1888 PET
1976 POS
1895 PSB
1210 SPC
1211 SPC
1218 SPC
2055 STA

2001
2010 7
3000
3111
3001
2013
4818
1101
3210
1200
3081
2211
3011
1104
3233
3311
3025
350-4
3023
4200
2011
3210
2041
3442
1014
1014
4330 ·
3023

51
51
51
51
51
51
V51
51
51
51
V51
51
51
51
51
51
51
51
51
51
V51
51
V51
51
51
52
51
51

3
3
3
3·

3
3

2
3
3
3
3
3
3
3
3
4
3
3
3
3
3
3
3
3
3_

3
3
3

Principles of ' Accoµnt~p.g·~ I
T 4 · 7 - 9 : 45 .PM
U.S. History 1492-1877
W
l-9:45 PM
Physical Anthropology & Archlgy
M
6-8:45 PM
M
6-b:50 . PM
Legal Environment of . Busi~ess
Computer Fund·. for Business
M-W 5:35-6:50
Principles of Economics .. I
M
7-9:45 PH
Technology in America
TV Tape
t A S C
Co_mpos i ti on I
W
7-9:45 PM
Business Report Writing
M
6-8:45 PM
·Physical Geography
W
7-10
PM
· t A S C
Medical Self Assessment TV Tape
Western Humanities I
T
7-10
PM
Human Nutrition
T.
7-1.0
PM
College Algebra
T-R 5:35-6:50
Concepts of Calculus
T-R 5:35-6:50
Calculus & Analytic Geometry I
T-R 4-5:50 PM
Management of Organizations
R
7-9:45 PM
Production/Operations Management T
7-9: 45 PM
Marketing
W
6-8:45 PM
Mass Communication Law
R
6-8:45 PM
Enjoyment of Music
TV Tape
t A S C
Sports Psychology T
6-8:45 PM
American Natl Government TV Tape t A S C
Drugs & Beh,avior
R
6-8:45 PM
Fund. of Oral Communication
W
7-9:45 PM
Fund. of Oral Communication
R
7-9: 45_ PM
Non Verbal Communication
W
6-8:50 PM
Statistical Methods I
T-R 7-8:15 PM
t AT STUDENT CONVENIENCE

PM

PM
PM
.

. . .. . .......... -.·..
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TUESDAY
MONDAY
PM
PM
I PM WEDNESDAY
I PM ·THURSDAY
I
EGN 4818, 'HSC 3081, MUL 2011 & POS 2041 on TV Tape
t AT STUDENT CONVENIENCE
Arrange viewing date and time with TV Technician
MAC 3311
MAC 3311
* 4-5:50
* 4-5:50
* 5:35-6:50 CAP 3001 * 5:35-6:50 MAC 1104 * 5:35-6:50 CAP 3001 * 5:35-6:50 MAC 1104
* 5:35-6:50 MAC 3233
* 5:35-6:50 MAC 3233
MAR 3023
.MMC 4200
PET 3210
6-8:45
6-8:45
ANT 3000
6-8:45
6-8:45
SPC 4330
PSB 344.2
6-8:50
6-8:45
BUL 3111
6-8:50 .
ENC 3210
6-8:45
· ACG 2001
7-9:45
AMH 2010
7-9:45
MAN 3025
ECO 2013
7-9:45
7-9:45
SPC 1014
HUM 2211
ENC 1101
7-9:45
7-9:45
7-10
GEO 1200
HUN 3011
7-10
7-10
SPC l 014
MAN 3504
7-9:45
7-9:45
STA 3023"
STA
3023
* 7-8:15
* 7-8:
15
.
* 2 sessions per week _
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YOUR AMNTION PLEASE!
IT IS.POSSIBLE TO TAKE UP TO AN
18-HOUR LOAD OF REQUIRED CLASSES AT THE
SOUJH ORLANDO CAMPUS

SOUTH ORLANDO CAMPUS
7300 uke Ellenor Drive
Ph. 811-0881
In Orlando Central Pattl
On Soldll U.S. 44~
.
Dr. R.C. HARDEN,
DIRECTOR
.
.

PLAN CAREFULLY
PAVED & LIGHTED. .PARKING

TEXTBOOK SALES

soc
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could a person possibly have What relevance could
for making such a subjective devoting a life to judging
value judgment on who is beauty pageants possibly
have toward the betterment
beautiful and who is not.
of
mankind? There are people
The emcee introduced the
judges by reading off a list of in that part of Orlando that
accolades a mile long. One do not even know where their
"judge" had apparently next meal is coming from. It
devoted his life to the pursuit just seems ironic that one
of beauty. This particularly would have to drive through
bothered me because on the the bowels of this town to see
way to the Bob Carr Perform- a beauty contest. But that is
ing Arts Centre, I drove only part of the problem I
through the part of Orlando ·have with beauty pageants.
What would make a young
that people do not talk
about-Parramore A venue, woman parade around a stage
Gore
Street,
Central in a bathing suit, sing, dance
A venue-a part of Orlando and subject herself to an "inthat the tourists do not see. terview?" Money-not small

ch;;mge either, but big money.
The winner, a Miss Lisa
Valdez from Manatee County,
pocketed a trifling $7,500 and
a car for a year, among other
things. This constitutes, to
me at least, nothing more
than prostitution.
Maybe the problem is with
me; maybe I do not understand the female psyche. I
think it is degrading to be
herded onto a stage in a
bathing suit and told to "turn
left," "turn right" and "turn
around,'' while an audience of
- voyeurs whistles and shouts.
In this age of feminism and
woman's rights and equality,

along the way there is a con· . ,.
tinous process of elimination.
One cannot imagiiie the intense, immense psychological
strain a contestant endures as
she progresses through the
upper stages of the contests. ~

it also seems ironic that this
sort of foolishness still
thrives. By asking to be judg·
ed, women remain subser·
viant 't o men. Of course, this
does not apply to all women,
but the Miss Florida Contest
is but one contest; there are
49 other contests, one for
each state and there &re many
women to which it does apply. .
The whole process is one of
continual weeding out. It
starts at a local level, proceeds to a state level, to a national level and finally to an
inter-galactic level via the
Miss Universe pageant. All

I put forth the modest proposal that beauty contests be
held for women who are 65
year~ old or older. That is
when the achievements of a •
lifetime can be adequately
judged and then one can get a
clE~ar picture of who is
beautiful · and who is not.
Meanwhile, what becomes of
· the impoverished?

by Carl McKnight ·
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fo r sa le

typists

Is it true you can buy surplus jeeps
for 544? Get the facts today! Hurry!
Call (312) 742-1142 ext. 689.

PROFESSIONAL TYPING SERVICES
Term papers, theses, resumes,
designed and typed. Minor edit.,
correct. of spelling. IBM equip.
Located l mi. from campus. Open
7 days a week. Guaranteed quoliIY and fast turnove r. Coll
275-1709.

1981 Honda moped. Good condition. Call after 7 p.m. 282-3586.
5250.
For sale 197 4 Subaru 4 door
sedan. Body in good shape,
engine only has 50,000 miles,
runs great, $800. Call 282-8745.

GRADUATION SPECIAL
Free cover letter with resume

Sony TCM-121 cassette recorder
$40 O.B.O. and Sears AM/FM
cassette phono 8-trock w/2
speakers. SlOO O.B.O. Call
275-6213 ofter 3.
Ford Futura '78. Must sell. S19o·o .
Small. 6 cyl. Good engine. Cleon.
Call R 657-0129.

T.I.

Programmable
58-C
calculator. Brand new. Only $85.
Coll 830-1654.
1970 Oldsmobile Cutlass. 85,000
miles. Air, new battery, tires. Runs
super. Try it--$800. 277-9527.

roommate
Roommate neat, non-smoker to
share 2 bdrm. 2 bth. apt. Rent
5180/mo. plus 1/2 utilities. 1/4 mile
from UCF. Coll Gabe after 8 p.m.
282-8464. ·

$10.00
A professionally typed r~sume
can make a difference; your
choice of white or ivory paper,
black, brown, blue ink. We con put
a package together to suit your
needs. Call Pot at Hord Copy Typing and Word Processing Service.
275-5185.
CRAWFORD TYPING SERVICES
Fast-Accurate-Reasonable. All
types of work. Lorge job discount.
Resumes $4. Near UCF. 282-0289
ofter 6 p.m.

WORD MASTER'S
"The overnight cure for the term
paper blues"
· We can help you get your work
out
ON TIME. :
277-3980 (Call 24 hours)

Female seeks housing near UCF
now. Want a 1 bdrm. or 2 bdrm.
with female non-smok., neat,
good atmosphere. Can pay plus
5200. CQll Heather 645-0695.
Roommate needed, Woodside
Apts. $185/mo. plus utll. Male or
female. Non-cigarette smoker.

A.SAP.

lost & found
LOST SOMETHING? Check lost and
Found dept.-SC 203. All Items left
over 30 days Will be sold In UCF's
Vendors Market on JUiy 26.
Ext.2633 Donna.

Rotes:
1.50/page-regulor
(The best you'll find.)
$2.50/page-OVERNIGHT
Both rotes include GRAMMAR,
SPELLING and PUNCTUATION
corrections and a report
COVER and TITLE PAGE.
Split the cost among the
members of your group!
Our goal Is to become UCF's
#1 word processing service.
277-3980 (Cali 24 hours)
WORD MASTERS

AUTHORS IN SEARCH of on experienced manuscript typist! Call
Bea at 67 8-1386. Literary editing
available.
-·
RESUMES
Designed/typed-6 71-300 7.
CALL THE "Q.T.S."
A . Quality Typing Service with
reasonable rates. Resumes, term
papers, theses, manuscripts. Incl.
minor editing. A UCF employee l
ml. from campus. After 6 p.m. Marti
365-6874.
EXPERT TYPING: 24 yrs. exp . .Full·time. Term papers, theses, reports,
resumes, etc. Correction of speiling, grammar, punc., and editing
included. Reasonable. Call Bea,
678-1386.
.
NEED A REPORT TYPED?
My full-time service offers accurate §peedy & professional
results using state-of-the-art word
processing equipment. Term
papers, reports, resumes, cover
letters, etc. 3. miles from UCF. Pick
up and delivery available to campus. Call Pat at Hord Copy Typing
and Word Processing Service.
275-5185.
FAST PROFESSIONAL TYPING
Guaranteed 100% accuracy. Expert correction of spelling, grammar punctuation. Term papers,
thesis, dissertations, research
papers, resumes, cover letters and
typing. All work prepared on Word
Procesors for error free neatness.
We hove IBM Dlsplaywriter, IBM
Mag Cord, and A.B. Dick Magna SL
Word Processors. SUPPORT YOUR
COLLEGE-We hove 10 employees
for fast service-All are former or
current UCF · students. One Doy
Service Available- 671-3007,

1---------------1

help wanted
Help wonted. Part or full time. Flexible hrs. Day and night shifts. No
exp. needed. 53.50/hr. stort--$3.75
in 3 weeks . .25 more for night shift.
Sunny Woterbeds and Accessories Inc. 678-8403. 4 miles
from UCF on Forsyth Rd.

Deadline:
Monday at 5 :00 p .m.

services

BABYSITTER NEEDED. Mature experienced sitter (pref. . female)
needed to sit w/1 yr. old boy in our
home. Eves. and weekends when
needed. Own trc:ins. Ref. required.
ColJege Park. Please coll
1-800-282-7655. Mon.-Fri. 8-5 p.m.

FREE PREGNANCY TESTS-ABORTION
SERVICES. Low-cost Birth Control
Services. Privacy, confidentiality
guaranteed. Guest speakers
available. Director is UCF grad.
1240 Hillcrest, 1 block south of Colonial off Mills. 422-0606 or long
distance
call
free
1-800-432-8517.

Summer help needed for home
cleaning service. Must have car
and phone. Coll for details
671-7463.

ABORTION SERVICES, birth control
information, pregnancy tests and
counceling. VD screening, low
cost, confidential services.
Central Florida Women's
Health Organization
1700 W. Colonial Drive, Orlando
898-0921

GOVERNMENT JOBS
$16,559-59,553/year.
Now hiring. Your area.
Call 1-805-68 7-6000 ext. R-4628.

for re nt

CRISIS PREGNANCY CENTER
Free pregnancy test. Confidential.
Individual counceling. In Ori., 827
Menendez Court, just off Gore, 2
blocks west of Humana/Lucerne
Hosp. Doily/Sot. a.m . Call
425-8989.

Room with house privileges for
quiet non-smoker near Oviedo.
$140/mo. plus share utilities. John
Debo 365-8510 or ext. 2268.
New apartments 2 bdrm. 1 1/2 bth.,
wshr./dryer, dishwasher, etc. Included. 1 mile to UCF. Available
August 1. No pets. For more Info
788-847 8 eves.

wanted
INDEPENDENT THINKERS
We're seeking highly motivated
men and women anxious to make
it on their own. We provide the
training and the products that can
help yo1,1 to be highly successful,
right from the start. We're Mutual
of Omaha-a Family of Companies specializing in insurance
and financial services. For full
details on the exclting opportunity
we can offer you, coll us at (305)
843-0441 . Internship program for
Juniors and Seniors. E.0.C. M/F.

Individual Confidential Counseling
Gynecologists
Speaker Service

2233 LEE RD. WINTER PARK
~

~

j_

628-0405
TOLL fREE 800·432·5249 .
I

ORLANDO 8t WINTER PARK ,~·
~ ;r. CHAMBER OF COMMERCE _A~.:
WANTED: ADVERTISING REP. FOR ~~- PHYSICIAN MANAGED 1'k·f.~
SPACECOAST PUBLICATION. EXP. 'f...'~~~ .. ESTABLISHED 1973 . ~~j.
J ' "~r; ~ ;;}<' PREFERRED BUT NOT REQUIRED. i;-~;·
!#.{-=:" . ~ :fiY-.'IJ,·~:fJi
, 1,.
•
• ••
••
CONTACT WENDY ·AT 676-1576. .
~·-~t¥
..,· · ~~·
w ~T.. ·.~":f1f.1
-~'11'~~.J.:.k"~
"'~I' • 11'.
.i:< .-:" ·tr,-<;:. .,,.,,

fj~~J~~*Jl;~>';~\7~~%~~~~ti~;
,1".,.?1-~ .v.?t -..... i{-!J.'I<.:,:it
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Commentary

Greed mars JaCkson show
by Vicki White
Features editor

papers would have to ru~ the
ad in Ol'.'der to avoid disaster.
Where do the Jacksons and
their promoter get off
blackmailing the media like
this? I do not blame some of
them at all for telling these
characters to "beat it."
That's. a real public ser·
vfoe-getting rid of such
shysters before they end up

Well, they have finally gone
and done it. The Orlando Sen~inel has bowed to the
outrageous demands of
Michael Jackson and Company and published a full
page advertisement for concert tickets as a ''public ser·
vice.''
Since- when did concerts
become "public services?" I
always thought they f came
under the heading "entertainment." I must have been out
to lunch when they changed
the rules. Another thing that
I am wondering about is why
radio station WBJW·lO~FM
. is getting in on the act, buyVal Ki~er searches for a way out of ·his East German jail ing the ad in the Sentinel?
From what I ·understand,
cell in the comedy, Top Secret.
they did not want anything to
do with the,Jacksons or their leading the whole country by
concert as a protest against ~he nose for their own greedy
the band not coming to Orlan· - purposes. It is too bad that
do. Why the sudden change of some newspapers have been
heart? Was the sight of dollar sucked in, willingly or other·
bills and a possible boost in wise. A· unified front would
much the same formula-a lot , ratings dancing before their have put a stop to such
by Vicki White
of sight gags and some really eyes too much to resist?
nonsense long ago.
Features editor
dramatic moments that
The promoters of the conI guess mo~ey really does
If I were in a food frame of somehow disintegrate into a cert, Staditµn Management talk, though, ~d it manages
mind, I think that the movie lot of nonsense. There are few Corp. out of Boston, have to drown out even the voice of
Top Secret would remind me ~ctors known for their been using strongarm techni- reason. The whole situation
of
--Swedish
stollen serious, heavy-duty perfor- ques to get these ads in reeks of audacity and avarice
mances that are making a papers around the country. to me. Granted, Jackson has
bread-twisted.
change
of They have in many £ases, put out some pretty fair
Note that I did not say complete
"sick and twisted." Granted, character-Peter Cushing, demanded that newspapers music in his days, but I hardthe writers' sense of humor known for his sci-fi films; nin the ads free or not at all. ly consider him worth the
·
did seem rather perverse at Jeremy Kemp, who always When putting the arm on the price of the tickets.
Not only that, but what
times, but the movie has so. :glays some sort of heavy in newspapers has not worked,
many twiSts in the plot that war films; and Omar Sharif, they have resorted to sneak was the reasoning behind onyou never r~ally know what to who has played some pretty tactics, telling the papers~that ly accepting ticket requests in
expect. It was written by Jim dramatic roles in his life, as they would be sending them groups of four, as they had
Abrahams and Jerry and well as a few lighter ones (Oh ·an "ad" so that these papers -started doing but have since
would alert the media. When stopped, and then holding the
David Zucker, who also wrote Heavenly Dog).
The movie involv~s the the ad arrived a few hours money of those who are not
Airplane and The Kentucky
Fried Movie, both of which adventures of Nick Rivers before deadline, they would chosen to receive these
say that it had to run free or tickets for another four to six
left people in stitches.
Secret, page 12 not at all. Na~urally, the weeks? This practice turned
Top Secret follows pretty

Inanity abounds in
'Top Secret' farce

into a minor fiasco in Texas,
where they only received requests for half of the tickets
available. As a result, they
are going to. have to sell the
tickets over the counter,
which is what they -should
have done in the first place,
inst.ead of resorting to such a
foolish scheme.
Surely. they are making
enough money off the concert
. as it is. After all, they cannot
have too much in the way of
expenses, since they are asking the towns that they play
in · to supply such things as
security,· police and even
some stage equipment.. Cities
dignify their willingness to go
along with such foolishness
by saying, "But look at how
much money we are going to
make!" Things must be get-ting pretty tough if they have .
got to stoop that low. Once
again, money does have a way
of talking. ·
The mo~ey that they will be
hanging on to is not any sm~
change, either. It is
something
in
the
neighborhood of 12 million
dollars. Even in a brief period
of four to six weeks, this
could reap a tidy sum of in·
terest; In effect, The
Jacksons are making money
off of their fans' misfortune. I
find this particularly galling.
The ticket scheme has
managed to come under the
scrutiny of some county constµner fraud agencies in Kansas. It is about ti'me
somebody started asking.
questions about these
shenanigans; instead of bowing to the almighty Michael
Jackson and his clan.
I always thought of
Jackson, page 12

Dormites celebrate the Fourth

Not even the rain spoiled the party for dorm students
Wednesday afternoon.

photos by Tim Bqrto
Dorm students participate in a volleyball game Wednesday afternoon before it rained.
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Schwarzenegger grows
into latest 'Conan' role

Secref-from page 11
(Val Kilmer), an Elvis/Beach
Boys-type singer. Rivers is invited to East Germany for a
cultural festival. He meets up
with the beautiful Hillary
Flammond (Nancy Gutteridge), who is being pursued
by .t he East German High
Command. They have imprisoned her father, a
distinguished scientist, and
are blackmailing him into
building a powerful new
secret weapon, saying that if
he does not cooperate, they
will kidnap and kill his
daughter.
She talks Rivers into helping her, since he has already
been~b~ qi}l the same

place--a.s-h~l!-fathefima-lmews
how to~et to him. With the

by Vicki White

are some humorous spots,
such as Conan getting drunk
and trying to hold a coherent
Arnold Schwarzenegger is conversation with the tender
back, bigger than ever in Con- young thing he is escorting
an, The Destroyer, along with through tough country, or
such illustrious individuals as when the members of his
Wilt Chamberlain and rock band of rogues try to explain
singer Grace Jones.
the facts of life to this young
Schwarzenegger was told lady.
by director Richard Fleischer
Olivia D' Abo is the roundthat he needed to be a little eyed and innocent virgin
bigger for the role, so he add- Princess J ehnna. She plays
ed 15 pounds of muscle to his the part of a pampered,
5' 10" · frame. He is ap- sheltered girl quite well,
propriate for t~e rolt:i~ .1;>-~B.fiing without ('.arrying it to the exa v~r~ ,,;cl~se..r~sep;ib~anc.~ ~o tremes of ridi~ulousness.
the huge, stillen-looking comic Jones makes a believable lady
book character he portrays. warrior who uses a long stick
The ~ '6-~~i~ ;a~_H is like -~k- -··"~. .ock the stars out of her
ing at a wide-screen comic enemies, or anyone who does
book, with its wild scenery not ' see eye-to-eye with her,
and its imagina tve and such as Chamberlain. He _is
creatively dressed villains Bombaata, the guardian of
and heroes.
Princess Jehnna. Conan and
However, it is different his gang are on a journey to
from the first Conan movie in get a magic horn that makes
that it is a little lighter and the statue of a god in her city
less graphically violent. There come to life with awesome
Features editor

1 4

~

A bikini-clad bathing beauty joining her friends for an after-

- nooiiOf skeet surfing makes quite an impression on the b~ach
helJf~ an elderly partisifo . •Ut Top Secret.
bookseller (Peter · Cushing), after Flammond's father, things work quite well. The
they contact the local with a lot of misadventures in humor is not too abstract; my
resistance movement, a between.
seven-year old son thought it
motley crew led by ''The
One minor flaw in the movie was absolutely hilarious. It's
Torch," who turns out to he is that at times it seems to be ''busy''; there is a lot of funny
someone from Flammond's trying too haid to be funny. business embedded in the funpast (shades of Brooke There are a ·few groaners in ny business. You have to be
Shi~lds). Together, they go
there. Generally, however, alert to get the picture.

~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~--,-~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~-----.POWers.

GRAND OPENING

SALE!
FREE
VACATION .
"HEAD FOR THE HILLS"
EVERY NEW OR USED
CAR OR TRUCK DELIVERED

8.8°/o
A.P.R.

Grea-t Smo·k ey Mountain
Asheville, North Carolina
· 4 days/3 nights

FINANCING
ON ALL NEW DATSUN
NISSAN TRUCKS
IN ST0CK

.""

VISIT OUR
•New
•
•
•
•

Deluxe accommodations
plus extras.

VACATION
FREE!

~~~(j~~~~~
ALL
,~..
NEW Ir USED

~.,,~
•

MARKED DOWN
SALE PRICES ON
Wl·NDSHIELD!

Expanded
Modern
Best Equipped
Professionally
Staffed
DEALERSHIP

EASY TO
GET TO
EASY TO
DEAL
WITH

I

NORMAN BROTHERS DATSUN
1983 N. Semoran Blvd.
Between Colonial Ir Univ. Blvd.
OPEN MON.·FRI. 8:30·9:00

657·9500

COMEALIVE, COMEANDDRIVE/11111 .

Sarah Douglas plays the
queen of this city, Taramis,
who -promises Conan that she
will return his lover Valkyra
to life if he escorts the
princess to get the horn and
brings her back safely and untouched. Actually, what she
has in mind.for Conan and the
princess is . something quite
different, and this is the interesting part of the movie.
Will Conan· figure out what
she is up to? What will he do
when he does. find out? Does
the young virgin remain untouched? 'Go watch the movie
and find out.

Jackson-from page 11
Jackson as a pretty nice,
upright guy. He does not indulge in drinking or smoking,
and you never hear of him doing unspeakable things,
unless you are an avid reader
of The National Enquirer.
Unlike so many of today's
musicians, he was a decent
role model for young people.
What happened? Did the
thought of all that money get
to him? Has some of Don
King's own avaricious personality rubbed off on him?
What surprises me is that he
even chose King to help put
the tour together .in the first
place.
The whole deal has left a
sour taste, not only · in my
mouth, but in the mouths of
several other people as
well-concert dates in Indianapolis and New Orleans
have been cancelled. I think
that handling the tour this
way is bound to hurt the
Jacksons in .the long run,
since I really do not think
that they have the talent to
back up all the hype. I would
not be bothered with them. I
saved my money to go see someone that the Jacksons cannot even hold a candle
to-David Gilmour. Tickets
to his concert only cost
$13.50.

-·
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On Record
Elvis Costello could be the
best kept secret in pop music.
He owns the best album of
the last six years, This Year's
Model. Following the success
of Punch The Clock, which
featured Costello's first and
only U.S. chart entry, the top
twenty "Everyday I Write
The Book/' is Costello's
latest LP, Goodbye Cruel
World.
Elvis Costello and The AttracWhile the whole album is
tions/Goodbye Cruel World
well put together and is a
Columbia Records
competent cohesive collection, there is one song that is

*****

a legitimate tour de among the "new wave" arforce-' 'The Only Flame In tists in the late 1970s. In its
Town." "Flame" is a mellow place is a more laid back style
ditty that features Daryl Hall that shows Costello exon vocals and demonstrates perimenting with different
why Costello is acknowledged vocal styles and more comas one of, if not the best, con- plicated arrangements. For
temporary song writers: instance, the abstract piano
"Thought I saw your face in work on "Room With No
the fire, but it's so hard to Number" is a break from
rememhE!r/even an inferno can previous Costello composicool down to an· ember/now tions, and ·sets the theme of
you 're not the only the song.
flame/you 're not the only
As of late, Costello seems to
flame in town.''
be infatuated with the blues.
Goodbye Cruel World is a His style on most of the cuts
stretching out of sorts for on Cruel World owes much to
Costello. Gone is the elec· the Motown of the sixties.
trifled, frenetic, pulsating .This is just one small way
style ~hat established that the black artists' inCostello as an innovator fluence manifests itself in pop

.Book uncovers musical treasures
by Richard Truett
Future staff

In recent years, record collecting has grown from cult
status to a full-fledged hobby.
Just look at the number of used record stores sprouting up
around the country. Locally
Orlando has Rock 'N' Roll
Heaven, Retro Records and to
a lesser extent -Peaches
Records, which has a terrific
oldles section chock full of
reissue classics.
One reason .collecting
records has grown so much in
recent years is that it is one of
the few hobbies where one can
actually enjoy the work it
takes in accumulating the ingredients. Although it takes
much legwork rummaging
through flea markets and
garage sales, it is not only
rewarding, but profitable for
those who-are persistent. It is
not uncommon to come home
with an album worth $50.00
to $80.00.
One needs · to be fairly
literate about the popular
music of the last 30 years or
so, and one needs to be armed
with the latest edition of
Jerry Osborne's Rock & Roll
Record Price Guide, considered to be the bible of the
hobby. The price guide lists
alphabetically all rock albums
from 1955 to _date as well as a
myriad of variations.
What makes a record collectible are the variations, usual-

ly. Some records are rare in
terms of sheer numbers,
others · are rare in terms of
variety. For example, Elvis
Presley's Speedway soundtrack album in mono is currently fetching upwards of
$1,000.
There is currently a whole
series of books by Osborne encompassing rhythm and
· blues, country and western,
and movie and TV soundtracks. The . most poular

~

music.
On "Peace In Our Time,"
Costello strays into Bob
Dylan territory: "Just
another tiny island invaded
when he's got the whole world
in his hands/And the
heavyweight champion fights
in the international propaganda star wars/There's already
one spaceman in the White
House, what do you want
another one for/ And the bells
take their toll
a victory
chime/And we can thank God
we finaliy have peace in our
time.
His hand, The Attractions,
plays a wide vfµ'iety of in-

in

On Reeord, page 15

Toyota

Datsun

~ -

Honda

demand usually are quite
valuable.
I started collecting records
STUTTGART MOTORS SHOP
because my head is hopelessly
3951 Forsyth Rd. - B-31
stuck in the past, and I wishWinter Park, Florida
ENGINE
ed to listen to old '60s music.
Ph. 305-657-1604
10% DISCOUNT
TUNE-UPS
UCF STUDENTS
Sea venging around flea - BRAKES
FRONY·END
markets on weekends bec~e
a routine that, over a period
of five years, has yielded a col- r.;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;~
· ;_;;;~niiiiiiiir;;r
1. iiiiiiiiiTiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiji
lectiOD: of 1500 albums worth
#'.IT.~ -··
about $8,000. Many records
.were bought new at record
•48 HOUR KODAK SLIDE PROCESSING
stores, such as pictqre disks,
•ONE HR. OR SAME DAY COLOR PRINT PROCESSING
which are records that have a
•SAME DAY EKTACHROME FILM PROCESSED
picture pressed in clear vinyl.
. •PROFESSIONAL FINISHING AVAILABLE
Although they have declined
•FULL LINE OF PHOTOGRAPHIC DISPLAY PRODUCTS:
·
I · ·
ma~~m~
m popu arity m recent years,
•PROFESSIONAL PRINT DISPLAY PREPARATION:
they are still a unique novelmounting, texturlzing, and spraying
ty.
Member:Professional Photographic Society of Central Florida
Sometimes records are
pressed on a different colored
vinyl: The Beatles' Reel
Music album on gold vinyl, or
OPEN M·F i 0:00·6:00
10% Student
The Steve Miller Band's
SAT. 10:00·5:00
6J7.5558
Discount
Greatest Hits on blue vinyl.
This feature also makes an 1 - -- - - - - , - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - album collectible.
Cover variations, such as
Lynyrd Skynyrd's Street Survivors with flames or The
Doors' LA Womqn album
with . a cellophane window
over a picture of the band also
make an album collectible.
The most famous cover varia' ~
Call 01y1 heni"IS & Wte\ends
tion belongs to The Beatles
with their so-called Butcher
Block. In other cases it is
678-8400
·album content that makes an
album valuable. The first ediTEST rmmnoN
22H WINTER woqDs BLVD. .
tions of Bob Dylan's The
mmum SINCE 1938 SAN Jdsi: EXEC CENTER

._.;FJ:f.T17zN!C

CLASS STARTS JULY 10!
OCT.13

however, is the rock 'n' roll
price guide, which has been
·updated five times since 1978.
The best place to start looking for goodies is right at
home by perusing your own
collection, or better yet, your
parents': Just about anything
from the '50s is worth money.
Buddy Holly record~, on the
original Coral label are highly
sought after, and in keeping
with the laws of supply and

(·!~,~

WINTER PARK, FL: 32792

Book, page 15

U.S.MARINE CORPS
Platoon Le.aders Class, Guaranteed Pilot Contracts,
Guaranteed Lawyer Contracts, Ground Contracts
( all other specialties )
STUDENTS ELIGIBLE: College Freshmen and Sophomores/ lst. and
2nd year law students (college seniors applying to law school)
PRE-COMMISSION TRAINING: Two six week training sessions during
two summer vacations (10 weeks, once, for lawyers)
TRAINING LOCATION: Marine Corps Base, Quantico, Va.
ON CAMPUS TRAINING: None
EDUCATION REQl,JIREMENTS: Must be enrolled in college as a fulltime student.
DATE OF COMMISSIONING: Undergrads commissioned upon attaining
bachelors degree/ Law students commissioned upon completion ·
of training(2nd Lieutenant)
STARTING PAY: Up to 517,500.00 annually upon reporting for active
duty.

Other specialties available:
Intelligence Officer
Logistics officer
Engineer Officer
Tank Officer
Communications Officer
Supply Officer
Aviation Supply Officer

Military Police Officer
Aircraff Maintenance Officer
Air Traffic Control Officer
Disbursing Officer
Flnanclal Management Officer
Data Systems Automation Officer
Public Affairs Officer

CONTACT Captain Brad James 1·800·432·2061
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Up to $5,000 Tax Write-Off
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Bedroom
13' • 11•
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Only $2,500 Down, From
$331 per mo:
You can own a 2 bedroom 2 1/2 bath
range,
. townhouse with dishwasher, _
microwave, refrigerator, washer, dryer,
alarm system, and more.

n

~

17°• 15°

Plus. a $2,300 Savings
we will pay all closing costs during
our preconstruction sale. _

· · Patio . · ·

p..

when your dad buys ·a new townhome and you live in it he will save
· $2,500 on the down payment.

available in the· first full year of
own~rship.

Phone Home·

:::::::

..

Dad really can save money with
your help. w.e can help you show
him how. Tell dad to call us
today or come by this week

GROUND 'FLOOR

SECoND FLOOR
• S49.900 sole price.$47,400 mor!goge amount.
Based on 7%% convent1onol 30-yeor
financing 13% A.P.R Limited to 3 tolol loan po1nls.
lnleresl roles subject to change without notice :

University Blvd.

Ci
·c

...

Ca~bridge

Circle

>< J!~
~

Ci
S.R. 50

Call John Nauman or
David Parker
(305) 273·0990
Advantage Development Corp.
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struments that keep the ding that it is hard to com- successful fusion-jazz band, makes you just want to tap vocals-they detract from the
album from getting boring; a pare good points to bad LA Express. The band's your toes, and maybe even beauty -of the music. Eyer.. trumpet here, a sax there, points, because there are real- debut album provides ·a get up and dance. "Funke mann needs to either cut
keeps one's attention. In the ly no bad points on the album. showcase for Eyermann's Monke" is just that-funky, them out altogether or find
with some hot sax playing someone who can sing.
hierarchy of contemporary One of my favorites is considerable talents.
pop, Costello, via his in- "Schu's Blues," writtem by
This is not the first album courtesy of Eyermann. It By Vicki White
telligence and songwriting keyboardist Tom Schuman. It for Eyermann, who plays nine even has an electric guitar
.. _skills, looms over the scads of really gives him a ·chance to woodwind instruments. He solo and some dandy
noise-makers like Quiet Riot show off his honky-tonk piano has also played in such il- keyboards.
.Editor's note-we would like
and Def Leppard like Mount playing, and it is so high- lustrious groups as the US
From the sound of things, it to thank Camelot Records in
Rushmore. Elvis Costello is spirited that you cannot help Air Force's Jazz Ensemble appears that East Coast Of- Altamonte Mall for supplying
the thinking man's musician. tapping your toes.
and with the NORAD Com- ·f ering is off to a good solid the Spyro Gyra and East
by Richard Truett
Some other goodies on the :µianders, a group composed start. The only real weak spot Coast Offering albums for
album include "La tin of the best musicians from all on the album is the review.
Streets" and "Old San Juan. " of the armed service bands.
"Streets" has a Santana-like
Generally speaking, the
feel to it and apparently was album is slick, sophisticated
SPECIALIZING IN
used as an encore number. It jazz, with all tracks · but one
was a good choice, because it written by Eyermann or
THE UNUSUAL STYLES
does not sounc:l like one of members of the band. "Don't
11.648 E. Hwy. 50
277-~015
those throwaway numbers Take Your Love Away,'' the
· Across from .Point After
tht sometimes get used as en- only song with vocals, was
Tues.-Frl. 9·8
cores.
written by Isaac Hayes and
Sat. 9·5
"Old San Juan" has Lee Hatim. The music is pleaFor hair you can flaunt...
anytime, anywhere, anyway.
beautiful twinkly keyboards sant enough, but the vocals
that give it a regal, dignified sound like a female version of
sound. It has a Latin beat to The Chipmunks.
Spyro Gyro/Access All Areas it, but at . the same time it
"Mr. Peanut" is one of
.CLASSES FO~MING NOW!
MCA Records
does sound rather br-Ooding. those fast-paced instrumen"Shaker Song" has a calypso tals that gives Eyermann a
PREPARE FOR: SE·PT. 15
beat to it and is so bouncy chance to show off some
. Spyro Gyra sounds like you could get up and dance to serious sax playing. "Gorilla"
something you would buy at it.
· is another fast track-the
the local health food store. In
"Conversations," the open- pace makes me think more of
- actuality, it is the name of one ing song on side three of the jumping beans than gorillas.
of the hottest jazz groups album,
is
a
slick,
'.' Dartangnon,'' ''Window
~4'
Call 01ys he11i111s & Wttktllds
playing.
sophisticated-, synthesized Shopping," and "Funke
Spyro Gyra recently releas- number. "Sea Biscuit" · uses Monke" were the outstanding
J
ed a live album, recorded in synthesizers that sound jtist tracks on the ~bum. "Dar678-8400
Gainesville, Orlando and St. like a saxophone. "Morning tangnon" is a slick inPetersburg last November. It Dance" and "Islands In The strumental with some synTEST PllCl'AUTION 2238 WINTER WOODS BLVD.
is a double album and a Sky" are also included on this thesizers sneaking around,
mmum SINCE un SAN JOSE EXEC CENTER
- perfect primer for anyone album.
while "Window Shopping"
WINTER PARK, FL 32792
wanting to get acquainted
Sax player Jay Beckenstein has a happy, bouncy beat that
with the group. Unlike some served as the announcer for ,-------------'----------~__.;__ _:::.__--=----=--__.;_-=--;___:__...:.::._ _
live albums, the music sounds the group, using a voice that
complete, instead of like so- · sounds like a . cartoon
meone left all of the "special character. I will bet it was a
~
effocts'' in the recording real sight to see such a
~ studio.
squeaky voice ~oming out of a
''Heliopolis,'' the longest grown man. I hope that is not
cut on the album, is excellent. what happens when you hang
It ·s ounds like they really en- around a saxophone too longt
joyed getting down and play- by Vicki White
ing this one. ''Harbor
• • •
-Nights,'' on the other hand, is
slow and easy and very pret- East Coast Offering/East
ty. "Serpent In Paradise" is Coast Offering
another
outstanding, MCA Records
energetic track, complete
with an electric guitar solo.
Tim Eyermann created
As a matter of fact, the East Coast Offering as an
~ whole album is so outstan- answer to friend Tom Scott's

•••
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Recent College Grads

DON MEALEY DELIVERS·
A ·WAY TO START UP
WITH LES.S DOWN

***

IT ONLY TAKES
$100 DOWN

TO BUY AN '84 CHEVROLET
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Freewheelin' Bob Dylan contained some controversial
-material and was recalled by
Columbia records and
reissued minus the controversy . .
Finally, another factor that
makes records valuable is the

recording process itself:
Stereo, mono, and rechanneled stereo are just a few of the
modes. Fortunately for the
novice, all this confusion is
fully explained in Osborne's
price guide.

Chevette CS Hatchback Coupe

Monte Carlo Landau Sport Coupe

Camero Z28

THE.FUTURE

NO PREVIOUS CREDIT NECESSARY
LOWEST GMAC INTEREST RATE
·PAYMENTS AS LOW AS $132 PER MONTH

- ...is looking for people interested in writing
news, feature, and sports.
Start training now for paid reporters positions
which will be opening in the fall.
Pick up an application at the FUTURE offices.

(BRING A COPY OF YOU~ DIPLOMA OR CERTIFICATE OF GRADUATION)

Editorial office: 275-2601
Business office: 27 5-2865

p·-------------

ON MEALEY CHEVROLET
3707 WEST COLONIAL DRIVE, ORLANDO 32808

(305) i9S·7000

It'

-
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House-Sit For Yo11r Folks .

• •

And help them earn
while you learn!

SUSSEX P~CE .
2 Bed/2 Bath 'lbwnhorne VilJas.
From Only $48;900! .·
Instead of throwing away tertaimnent, shopping, einployInoney by renting, tell your lllent prospects, and main ~h
parents to niake a smart m.ove ways. A Inodern community of
. . . by purchasing a villa at Sus- spacious, thoughtfully designed
sex Place! With lllonthly pay- . t.ownhom.evillas, S~Placeof
lllents as low as· $325*, it's the fers all the anienities you deserve
perfect hedge against inflation to help you unwind after a long
for your folks, and the perfect day at U .C.F.
hoine for you while
So, while your parWestinghouse
you're in schCX>l!
ents are investing in
~
. Sussex Place, locatyour future, they can
~o
~
ca
::..
ca
. ed conveniently off
be investing in their
ca U.C.F.
en
c
Alafaya Trail, is just
own, too. Build homeColonial or.
minutes froin·t he camowner equity for your
pus, and also close to
parents with R.C.A.'·s
~
East-wet.\
Sl'"SSt:X
fine restaurants, ensmart niove to Sussex.
Place.

D

-

~

~

4·

*

PL~Lt.

~

w
en

Curry Ford Rd.

-

OPEN DAILY 10 A.M.
305/281-6393
1/8 Mile East of Al.afaya Trail
on Highway 50

Custom Financing Available

* $48,900 sale price. $46,450 mor~gage

amount. Based on 7112% conventional
30-year financing. 130/o APR. Interest
rates subject to change without notice. ·
Full details at Sales Office .

-

.G:t·
EQUAL HOUSING

'll~iac

OPPORTUNITY

A D1v1s1on of Aes1dent1al Communities of America
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